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Enhanced File Transfer™ (EFT™) Enterprise for Entertainment
and Media
SECURE DATA EXCHANGE SOLUTION FOR
ENTERTAINMENT AND MEDIA

»»

Generate reports of transfers and
admin/user activity

»»

Monitor transfers in real time

• Security
»»

Exceed security and compliance
mandates

»»

Secure web transfers

»»

Secure P2P data exchange

»»

Keep data out of the DMZ

• Automation
»»

Advanced workflow automation

»»

Automated AV/DLP

• Governance
»»

Real time network management

»»

Generate reports for auditors

SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
• Windows Server 2008 R2 or later
• 4GB RAM recommended

• Oracle or Microsoft SQL database
• MS .NET frameworks 4

ENHANCED SECURITY FOR DATA EXCHANGES

EFT Enterprise for Media and Entertainment provides access to content for those
authorized to view it and it boosts operational efficiency by providing an easy way
for users to exchange files on-the-go. IT retains the control – move, track, audit,
and secure your sensitive data.

REAL-TIME AUTOMATION
Get powerful automation for time-sensitive and confidential data. Even for a small
volume of transferred files, the number of steps needed to accomplish multiple
data exchanges daily can be very time consuming. With EFT, an IT administrator
can set up data transfers to occur automatically. Establish controlled, automated
processes for key information exchange tasks to ensure efficiency, security, and
compliance across an organization.

FASTER FILE TRANSFERS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
Delays or latency in moving data can create serious challenges for a business
and the size of data being moved is only increasing, causing additional strain on
bandwidth. EFT is designed to increase the speed, efficiency and reliability of data
movement across high-latency networks.
Access
Points

DMZ
Gateway

EFT

Capabilities

FTPS (SSL)
HTTP/S
SFTP (SSH)
AS2

Internet

DMZ

Secure

Firewall

• Visibility

Firewall

KEY BENEFITS

Media organizations rely on Globalscape’s managed file transfer software, EFT
Enterprise, to securely deliver high quality media worldwide. EFT Enterprise
for the Media and Entertainment industries helps organizations improve their
productivity, while helping them provide their consumers and business partners
with high-quality content, eliminating file-send errors and time-consuming manual
processing of shipping drives and tapes. This means that distributed teams,
business partners and outside vendors can easily share and exchange files
regardless of size.

Link

Integration

Email
Mobile Devices
Audit DB
Two-Factor
User Auth
(Oracle or SQL)
Authentication
LDAP/Native
(RSA, RADIUS, CAC)
AD/ODBC/Local

Auditing & Reporting
Data Encryption
Drummond Certified AS2
Advanced Workflow Engine
High Security Module
Automation
Web Transfer Client
Mobile Transfer Client
Business Activity Monitoring
Big Data Gateway
Enterprise File Sync & Share

MOBILE DATA TRANSFER
Remote employees and partners depend on access to files. EFT provides secure file transfer capabilities via a
web browser or on all major mobile devices so that remote or field employees can securely access the data they
need. The best part is that data is stored securely within organizational boundaries instead of on a consumer
cloud server. The Web Transfer Client and Mobile Transfer Client provide secure, monitored access to EFT files
on the go.

• DMZ Gateway® functions as a proxy network in the
DMZ to protect internal processes by segmenting
data transmission so there is no direct line of
sight into your internal network, acting as a gobetween for EFT and the external network. With
DMZ Gateway, no data is ever stored, not even
temporarily, in the DMZ.
• The High Security module (HSM) controls access
to data and monitors for compliance. The FIPS
140-2 compliant cryptographic module also helps
to secure sensitive data and provide granular
security controls to prohibit access to files through
file permission assignments, limiting of unsecure
ciphers/protocols, and encrypting data at rest.
• The OpenPGP module protects data at rest and in
transit with encryption, decryption, and signing of
files.
• The Advanced Workflow Engine automates

administrators in the IT department for other tasks.
• The Content Integrity Control Action can be
added to workflows to automatically process files in
antivirus or data loss prevention servers
• The Auditing and Reporting module (ARM)
captures all of the transactions passing through the
EFT platform and allows admins to query the data
and view reports. This process simplifies the task of
compiling reports for audits.
• Business Activity Monitoring is a real-time
visibility dashboard to track file transfers, review
statistics, and query reports.
• The Accelerate module enables faster file transfers
from anywhere in the world over high-latency
networks.
• Web Transfer Client allows you to upload to and
download from EFT through a web browser.

routine file transfer processes, freeing up

ABOUT GLOBALSCAPE
Globalscape is an innovative software company that secures mission-critical exchanges of data across
multiple platforms - including remote and mobility solutions - for businesses worldwide. Through superior
software, standards compliance and experienced, reliable support, Globalscape secures information exchange
for individuals, global enterprises, governments, and small and medium enterprises across a wide range of
industries.
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